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What a wonderful time to be in marketing. Seeing how technology has evolved 

rapidly over the last decade and transformed the way we communicate business 

values has many people excited about what's next and how our professional lives 

will be changed. It's no long a secret - marketing has gone digital and the trend is 

irreversible. Digital marketing is driven by smart content distribution and video 

happens to be king of all digital content. 

What makes video such a powerful medium? Ever since the television set became 

popular in American homes around the early 1950s, the world has become 

enamored with motion pictures. Video is simply impossible to ignore as it captures 

and showcases life as perceive by natural human senses. We recognize our world 

and even identify ourselves through video which makes it irresistible to our brains. It is 

the closest thing to a face to face interaction so we pay attention as if to ask a friend 

- show me something.
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A scientific perspective 

The influence of video in our daily lives and its efficiency with marketing is based on 

scientific human predispositions. According to Susan Weinschenk Ph.D, a brain scientist 

commonly known through her blog as "the brain lady", here are the 4 reasons why 

videos are uniquely persuasive: 

1 -The Fusiform Facial area or FFA, a crucial part of the human visual system makes 

us pay attention to faces. 

2 - A human voice conveys valuable information 

3 - Perceivable emotions are contagious therefore compelling 

4 - Movement grabs attention 

Here are a few stats that illustrating how video influences consumer behaviors: 

1. Including a video on a lending page or company home page can increase

conversion by 80% 

2. Adding video to an email campaign improves click-through rate by up to 300%

3. Real estate listings that include a video receive over 400% more inquiries than

those without 

4. After viewing a video, 65% of executives take action.

5. 90% admit watching a video to help make an educated buying decision.

6. Close to 60% of executives would rather watch a video than read text

Source: Lindsay Kolowich / @lko/025 
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SEO Perks 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is a daily grind, a grueling fight over who gets to 

appear on the first pages of a significant search site. Showcasing video is exceptionally 

powerful when it comes to getting indexed and favorably ranked by major online 

directories. Google in particular, as a result of recent updates to its search algorithms, 

highly favors relevant video content. 

According to a study conducted by Forrester a top independent technology and 

market research company, web pages that contain video links are 53 times more 

likely to appear in prime position as a search result on Google. 
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Here are the 3 ways video affects your SEO efforts: 

1- Search algorithms: search engines are usually programmed to prioritize web pages 

containing embed or linked videos. This trend has seen a gradual upsurge since May 

of 2007 when Google introduced "Universal Search" & Blended Results. This approach 

is supported by the simple fact that search results that include video are exponentially 

more likely to be clicked on than the ones without. Here's what it comes down to: 

search engines are in the business of finding, evaluating and delivering the most 

applicable set of information on a subject matter based on searched keywords. 

Video happens to be the type of content that satisfies users most. As a result, video 

content gets preferential treatment from search algorithms and therefore helps 

generate organic online traffic. 

2 - Bounce rates: visitors tend to stay longer and even take action on a webpage 

displaying video material. The bounce rate, measured by the amount people who 

leave a site after looking at just one page plays an important part in overall search 

ranking. A high bounce rate translates to not only lower SEO scores but also missed 

sales opportunities as you're failing to hold attention long enough for any positive 

action to take place. 

3 - Link building: any SEO expert can tell you how important link building becomes 

when trying to stand out in a competitive search category. Basically having links to 

influential online platforms indicates to search engine that your website is a reliable 

source of information on a particular matter. Sharing hyperlinks from site such as 

Facebook, Twitter, Vimeo or Quora 

can do wonders for your SEO goals

but the most powerful ally one could 

have in digital marketing is YouTube. 

As of today YouTube is the second most 

used search engine on the planet behind 

Google - its parent company since 2006.
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No marketer today can afford not to implement a smart video strategy. The future 

success of an organization lies on its ability to decipher the new parameters of digital 

marketing in order to drive revenue and growth. 

Though we felt it was apropos to give a quick introduction to the subject 

at hand and reasons why it should matter to you, the purpose of this 

e-book is not to sell you on adopting video as part of your marketing

plan. The value we wish to deliver is a blueprint on how to successfully

plan, implement, manage and sustain a winning video strategy that will

positively transform your corporate culture and enhance the perceived

market value of your organization.
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If video is such a no-brainer, why are so many companies still struggling with using 

it properly? Different reasons come to surface when we take a closer look at the 

biggest challenges organizations face when embracing the video trend. Here are 

the 5 most frequent hurdles even well established corporations have to overcome. 

EXPERTISE - though most companies do a good job hiring well qualified individuals 

to fill specific positions, there is usually a communication gap between a production 

team - whether internal or external, and marketing, HR or PR departments. To a staff 

that is not trained to manage the logistics of video production on a regular basis, 

trying to "figure it out" can be dangerously counterproductive. The expertise 

component is often missing so it all turns into a painful guessing game. Usually in this 

scenario, the subject gets brought up in big meetings at the beginning of the year 

then slowly fades into obscurity due to a lack of knowledgeable leadership in 

defining goals, roles and a viable strategy. 

TIME - everyone on a typical payroll already has a full time job. Planning and 

providing on-going support to video projects is simply impossible to some departments 

operating on limited personnel resources. This does not mean the employees are 

slacking. There is simply not enough hours in each workday for them to add on new 

sets of responsibilities involving tasks 

they are vaguely familiar with. In those

case, projects get initiated, become 

subjects of endless email trails but 

never come to fruition.
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BUDGET - when we talk about budget, the first thing that comes to mind is "there is 

not enough". Believe it or not, limited financial support is not the biggest challenge 

companies face with budgeting. From hourly rates to travel related expenses, 

equipment specifications, pre-production meetings or postproductions costs, a 

relatively small video project can quickly become a billing nightmare. Most managers 

would rather avoid that level of stress and frustration in Q 1 or Q2 so consequently, 

video production ends up being postponed for months at a time or even years. 

LOGISTICS - most companies nowadays have offices, stakeholders, events, clients 

and contributors in different locations across the country and sometimes all over the 

world. Each video project may require finding a service provider in different markets. 

Coordinating schedules, travel arrangements, vendor on-boarding and service 

agreements can be a daunting task even to the most seasoned project managers. 

With so many moving parts, maintaining consistency in production quality, branding 

guidelines and workflow becomes practically impossible. 

SUPPORT - implementing a successful video strategy requires a company-wide 

commitment. Unfortunately, due to little or no support from high-level executives, 

getting the right budget and strategic resources approved and allocated can 

become a game of cat and mouse. This often results in poorly executed 

campaigns that often fail to reach expected goals. 
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Now that we've set a perimeter around what you're up against, let's try to have a 

pragmatic understanding of what a video strategy truly entails. Though within most 

companies, marketing drives the highest demand for digital content, other important 

aspects of the business such as PR, HR, investor relations and event coordinators can 

greatly benefit from well targeted assets. Here are the 7 pillars of a smart 

video strategy. 

Message - what exactly are you trying to convey to the public? What is your core 

corporate message? Forget about generic unique value propositions. What does 

your brand stand for? Today's consumer demands an unprecedented level of 

transparency from corporations. In order to have the right approach, it is imperative 

to invest time in defining a unified message that will give a clear direction to every 

produced material. 

Audience - now that you have your message in place, ask yourself - who exactly are 

we targeting with this message? This exercise may actually help fine-tune initial ideas. 

It's unrealistic to have the same audience or demographics in mind for all videos. You 

may have to tailor each set of deliverables to a specific audience. Think of it as 

Christmas shopping. Having a recipient in mind before purchasing a gift is undeniably 

the smarter way to go. 
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Deliverables - If your marketing plan was a mansion, video assets or deliverables 

would be its building blocks. Most produced HD assets are 1 to 3 minutes long. 

Depending on a company's needs, a variety of deliverables can be considered: 

Executive profile: depicts smart leadership by showcasing the names and faces 

behind the success of your organization. These are instrumental in building a strong 

and trustworthy image for the company. 

Company Overview: provides a brief yet captivating introduction to the company, 

its values, history, unique philosophy, key contributors and gives a quick summary of 

products and services it offers. 

Educational content: allows prospects and customers to better understand your 

products or services. This helps position the business as an industry leader and 

demonstrates subject matter expertise. 

Product or service overview: creates a buzz around new products or service 

offerings. For the Tech industry in particular, being able to explain to end-users with 

no technical backgrounds what a product does and the quantifiable benefits to 

expect from it goes a long way. 

Training module: whether it's for partners, customers or internal on-boarding, videos 

create a great platform to share valuable knowledge in a concise yet 

structured manner. 

Client Testimonial: what's more powerful in sales than unscripted and genuine 

endorsements from marquee clients? Despite being often overlooked and 

underused, video testimonials are 

game-changing business 

developments tools.
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Assignments - now that we've determined WHAT to say, WHO to reach and HOW, 

let's put a team together and get thing moving in the right direction. A smart video 

strategy requires synergy between stakeholders, project managers and the 

production team. It's very important to assign a dedicated personnel and enough 

internal resources to support your new program. Failing to do so could eventually 

bring most initiatives to a screeching halt. 

Execution - this is where it all comes together. Regardless of how much time is put into 

planning and strategy, the execution must be impeccable. Some companies have 

well equipped internal productions teams that can get the job done at the highest 

level. If your firm does not have this luxury, seek and hire experts to help with. Ideally 

you want a team of professionals that can assist you every step of the way from 

brainstorming to budgeting, visual strategy, postproduction and distribution. 

A trusted production partner will make your life easier by simplifying the equation 

and providing guidance on how to navigate through the different facets of video 

content generation. 

Distribution - lets close our eyes and imagine that you have managed to get a few 

video assets produced and they look amazing - what's next? The value you get out 

of each video equates to the amount of views you are able to garner through smart 

distribution. YouTube is evidently the most recommended platform but you must have 

a structured distribution tactic in place. 

Make sure your videos are seen, shared

and mentioned as much as possible. 
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Tracking - the main advantage with digital marketing is the simple fact that 

everything can be measured and evaluated in real time. Marketing automation 

plays a pivotal role in the success of video campaigns. Depending on the size of 

the organization, services such as Marke to, HubSpot or Leadsquared will make a 

huge difference in identifying and capturing new leads from online interactions. 

Paying close attention to how viewers are reacting to each asset will give a clear 

indication on what's working and what is not. Be ready to make adjustments when 

necessary - the overall success of your video strategy depends on it. 

Trael. 

Measure 
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When navigating unchartered territories, things can get messy and costly if poorly 

executed or mismanaged. In order to avoid disastrous mistakes and ensure a 

positive outcomes, research, apply and commit to best practices. 

Smart Budgeting - opting to make room for video within your marketing budget is 

a smart business decision. However, how far allocated budgets gets stretched 

usually determines success or failure. Available founds and resources must be used 

with caution. Exhausting half of your annual budget on a single Hollywood inspired 

production would not be a wise approach. Only spend money on the most 

important items and aim to have multiple low-cost assets produced in a timely 

fashion. Find a production agency willing to work within your guidelines. 

Video doesn't always have to cost an arm and a leg. What makes an asset valuable 

is substance, along with a professional presentation. With corporate templates, 

avoid going overboard with special effects and unnecessary digital animations. 

Keep it simple and straight to the point. A streamlined approach will maximize any 

budget and produce outstanding results. 
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Assets management - in the corporate world, process makes perfect. Digital asset 

management is a profession within certain organizations. Unfortunately most 

companies do not have this luxury. In either case, it is imperative to have well-defined 

and easy to follow processes in place. These procedures must be applied to every 

project with constancy. Here's an example: 

New HD Video Asset 

interactior.is 
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Adoption: - employees must be trained on how to manage and use video assets. For 

instance, the sales staff has to be aware at all times of any newly published content, 

where to find it and how to use it. Embracing a video strategy represents a 

monumental corporate culture change. Company leaders, investors and managers 

should all be kept up to date on all things digital. Making video an important part of 

your 

corporate culture will facilitate adoption. 

ROI - any respectable marketer or business leader understands the importance of

measuring Return On Investment (ROI) for every dollar spent on marketing or business 

development. What value does video bring to your company? In other words, how is 

video affecting your sales? There are multiple ways the quantify video ROI. Beyond 

simply counting the number of views, tracking engagement is the starting point of 

an in-depth ROI analysis. Once an asset is released, interactions can be ranked in 

three categories: 

l 51 level engagements: Views, Shares, Likes, Reposts, Retweets, Favorites 

2nd level engagement: Subscribers, Followers, Recommendations, Comments 
3rd level engagement: Direct contact, Press coverage, Demo & Quote request ... etc

When you understand how to compartmentalize engagements, the rest becomes a 

familiar game of percentages. You will start to get a clearer picture of a new sales 

funnel being generated. Going from online engagements to active leads provide 

enough data points to accurately estimate ROI from video campaigns. 

A simpler but less precise method 

is to make side by side comparisons of  

sales number before and after the 

introduction of videos. According to a 

survey conducted by Ree/SEO, 73% of 

B2B organizations that use video in 

some capacity in marketing campaigns 

report positive ROI. 
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Video is the closest thing to in-person integration. It brings consumers closer to the 

heartbeat of a business. It creates an unparalleled level of transparency by 

revealing the faces, voices, intentions and true emotions behind a brand. Video buys 

you trust - the true currency behind most business transactions. Every major buying 

decision comes with a heavy load of stress. By establishing trust and credibility, you 

are assisting result driven business leaders in making educated decisions they can 

feel confident about. 

Marketing has gone digital and video is currently king of all digital contents. It is 

proven to be the single most effective way to capture and retain the attention 

of an audience that has to filter through a significant amount daily solicitations. 

Video doesn't have to break the bank. With careful planning, a team of experts, well 

defined processes and the right dose of internal support, every company can expect 

to reap the benefits of a winning video strategy. 

Its time to

win with

video
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When scouting or selecting locations for a 
video shoot, pay close attention to the 

noise level. Office conversations, slamming 
doors, street traffic, construction and even 

close proximity to the ventilation system can 
ruin a well planned project. 

Be a story teller. Major buying decisions come 
down to basic human emotional needs. 

The ideal time to schedule an interview is 
mid day, anywhere from 11 AM to 1 PM. 
This allows room for adjustments in case 

of a last minute change of plan. 
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Corporate events such as conferences, trade 
shows, summits, award ceremonies, fundraisers or 
company retreats are gold mines when it comes 

to capturing powerful footage. Chasing down 
high level executives throughout the year is not 

an easy task. Take full advantage of every 
situation that allow you to film multiple key 

individuals on the same date. 

A void DIY productions with shaky cameras, 
grainy footage, room echo, poor lighting or 

unappealing wall shadows. With your 

corporate trustworthiness and images at 
stake, no discount is worth the reputational 
damage an unprofessional looking video 

could potentially cause. 

A video shoot in any corporate environments is a 
great team building activity that brings the whole 

organization together. Getting individuals to speak 
on camera about what they love most about 

coming to work every day makes each interviewee 
feel valued and appreciated. 
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Tevi Lawson is the founder and CEO of Global CVM.

He has over l O years of experience with digital marketing at an enterprise 

level and has worked closely with some of the Tech industry's most 

influential organizations. He is always willing and available to answer any 

question related the video content and digital strategy. 

tl@globalcvm.com 

THANK YOU 

FOR YOUR TIME 

& ATTENTION 
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